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IET Energy Systems Integration
Special Issue: Maximising Flexibility through Energy Systems
Integration

Guest Editorial: Maximising Flexibility
through Energy Systems Integration
Power and energy systems around the world are challenged by the
increasing variability and uncertainty imposed by large-scale
integration of renewable energy resources, by more frequent
natural disasters that threatens the continued supply of energy to
customers, and most recently by the global health crisis,
COVID-19 pandemic, that has considerably affected the operation
of power and energy systems worldwide. To maintain continuous
service in the face of rapid and large swings in supply and/or
demand, there is a significant need for flexibility – the property of
power and energy systems to react and adapt quickly to changes
imposed on the system. Flexibility cannot only be provided by
resources within individual power and energy systems, but also by
efficient integration of electricity, heat/cooling and gas systems
across different scales and coupling with other infrastructure.
This Special Issue, one of the first organised by IET Energy
Systems Integration, focuses on soliciting and presenting the most
recent and original modelling approaches, case studies and
regulatory frameworks to enable and maximise flexibility through
energy systems integration. The seven papers presented in this
Special Issue, from researchers in China, Denmark, France,
Germany, Italy and the UK, address various aspects related to the
flexibility provision from integrated energy systems. The papers
demonstrate that there is significant technical potential for
providing flexibility to power systems from other energy vectors
such as gas, heating & cooling and industrial steam systems, while
highlighting the need for changes in the current market structure
and regulatory framework to unlock this potential. Brief
descriptions of each of the seven papers in this Special Issue is
provided below. We encourage you to read the papers for more
details.
Witkowski et al., in their paper, ‘Role of thermal technologies
for enhancing flexibility in multi-energy systems through sector
coupling: technical suitability and expected developments’,
discussed different ways that the flexibility from thermal systems
can be exploited to support the operation of low carbon power
grids. Experiences from seven real-life case studies in Europe were
analysed, and technical suitability of the thermal technologies to
provide different types of ancillary services were investigated.
Richert et al., adopted a co-simulation approach in their paper,
‘Operation of supermarket refrigeration units: a coupled district
heating and electric network approach’, and examined operational
strategy of power-to-heat units in coupled district heating and
electrical distribution networks. Using a quasi-static electrical load
flow model and a dynamic thermal-hydraulic district model, the
authors studied the potential of using excess compressor capacity
in refrigeration systems, to locally couple district heating and
electrical distribution networks, by providing heat peak-shaving
services to the district heating network.
Zhang et al., in their paper, ‘IES configuration method
considering peak-valley differences of tie lines and operation costs
of power grids’, examined the interactions between a local
integrated energy system with the power grid. The proposed
method for optimal configuration of local integrated energy
systems include distributed generation, thermal and electrical
energy storage, to balance the investment costs of the local IES and
operating cost of the power grid.
A paper by Ameli et al., entitled ‘Investing in flexibility in an
integrated planning of natural gas and power systems’, aimed to
quantify the value of flexibility to the gas and electricity
transmission networks in Great Britain. Their analysis suggests a
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significant cost savings across gas and electricity system can be
achieved through the deployment of flexibility options such as
energy storage and demand side response.
Corsetti et al., in their paper ‘Very-short-term multi-energy
management system for a district heating plant enabling ancillary
service provision’, carried out simulation to study the provision of
automatic frequency regulation reserve from a generation district
heating system in the north of Italy. This work demonstrates the
value of flexibility from district heating systems, which are
growing in number across Europe, not only to support the
operation of the power systems, but also to establish an additional
revenue steam for the heat networks.
A UK-Austria collaboration has resulted in a paper by Xu et al.,
‘Quantifying flexibility of industrial steam systems for ancillary
services: a case study of an integrated pulp and paper mill’. The
authors presented a method to quantify electricity generation
flexibility of a typical industrial steam system with a steam turbinegenerator and process heat demands. A real case study in Austria
was used to demonstrate the potential of industrial steam systems
to provide manual frequency restoration reserve and its financial
benefits to the industrial facility.
A collaboration between researchers from France, Germany and
Spain resulted in a paper by Cauret et al., ‘Flexibility provision
through enhanced synergies between electricity, gas and heat
systems: a comparative analysis of market and regulatory
frameworks in seven case study countries’, that compares energy
markets and regulatory frameworks for heat, gas and electricity in
seven European countries. The authors identified key market,
regulatory, and cultural barriers against maximising the provision
of flexibility services by multi-energy systems.
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